Using Standards - Best Practices for Transfer Students during the school year
In PS 12.0.1- they addressed a known issue with standard grades for transferred students. You can make some decision
regarding how PTP will treat 2 grades on the same standards by two different teachers in the same term – from
averaging the two or only accepting the newest grade. A PS Admin can set the criteria using this path- District>District
Setup>Standards>Standard Grade Rollup Settings. If your district hasn’t set this up, the new teacher may have to manual
enter scores for the transferred student. The dilemma of course which grades and If incoming grades should impact that
terms final standards grade. The following is one way the new teacher can find out what the student’s grades were, and
which standards have already been scored.
One suggestion that might help if for the sending teacher should run the Individual Student Report (PTP) for that
individual student with all of his/her assignments and attached standards scores to date. This report can then be sent
to receiving teacher. The receiving teacher can make the decision about which scores get re-entered into their own
gradebook into corresponding assignments and which don't. It's still a manual process, but the report helps.
Here’s how to do it
1. In PTP in any class, select REPORTS from the left nav and the Individual Student options.
2. Select the class or classes the student is leaving. In most elementary schools, it’s usually ALL sections. Then
select the data you’d like to pull and send to the next teacher.

3. There are other filters/options
you may want to look
at/consider. For this transfer
standard grades issue, date
range is important.
4. Before you RUN the report, you must select the individual student/groups of students. Switch to the Student to
the Student tab and filter the list until you find the student(s). If this is being done AFTER THE STUDENT HAS
ALREADY TRANSFERRED, the former teacher and still run this report by selecting the Include Dropped Students
check-box and find his or her name in your list. By checking dropped students s/he will now appear.

5. RUN the report and it will download to your computer as a PDF.
6. New to PS 12.1.1 teachers now have a report queue as indicated by the bell icon and RED 1.
7. To view the report, simply click on the BLUE Individual Student Report

8. Here are some screenshots from an Individual Student Report so Teacher can now see- 1) What was scored. 2)
What needed to be scored 3) What might you want to keep or change

